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Check points: Phase 1 (written brief deadline November 19th, Phase 2 (mid- presentation December 6th), Phase 3 (final presentation inter-
nal January 10th and external presentation January 13th.) 

Check point!
Brief

Check point!
Mid presentation

Check point!
Final present. (internal)

Check point!
Final present. (external)

> Brainstorming about areas to work with & writing the brief the whole week.
> Research the whole week (from the big perspective down to deeper areas).

> Research half of the week about my chosen area.
> Start mapping out the information. Brainstorming / ideating, maybe in big group.

> Sketching out my ideas from the last weeks brainstorm session. Maybe as a simple animation or with paper sketches. 
Preperation for the mid presentation by the end of the week.

> Taking the feedback to develope and steer the project towards the deliverabes that I earlier 
have defined (for the rest of the week.)

> Developing the final design. Low- tech, quick sketches / prototypes. 
> Tests / evaluations.

> Starting the work with the final digital presentation some day this week. The most apropriate media that will suite the 
final result (i.e. pdf, keynote, after effects) ? ? ?

 > Starting the final prototype work. Use the most apropriate medium that will suite the final result best (i.e. arduino 
prototypes, after effects, Rhino sketches, cardboard sketches) ? ? ? 
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1.0 Opening research

Before I decided which perspective I wanted to have as a start-
ing point in this project, I did a brainstorm session with 
mind maps in order to come up with different factors that af-
fect people and their cooking habits or experiences with food. 
See the attached mindmaps in the end of the brief. 

I tried to come up with big scale factors as for instance how food is 
shipped around the world before it reaches the shops and how homes 
are going to look like in the future. Then I thought about small-
er factors like what makes people order food from Internet?, how  
people use old habits when they walk in the supermarket, they 
might ending up buying the same type of food/ ingredients that 
they often buy. I also came across some articles about new technology 
in peoples homes. 

I became more interested in some of those areas I came up with from 
the brainstorm session. Those areas are:

1.1 Sustainable food, how can food become more sustainable? I 
have seen some attempts where people has done “container garden-
ing” and similar stuff in their homes (figure 1). It becomes more im-
portant to be self sufficienct in order to save money and energy. Peo-
ple want products and services that makes it possible for them to plan 
and build for the future, even though the technology isn’t here yet.

1.2 How to make it more enjoyable to cook food, alter-
natively make it more into a challenge (almost like a game 
or a role play.) For instance, I am quite interested to cook 
food, but I don’t really care about collecting recipes or watch-
ing tv- shows about cooking unless they are really passionated. 

1.3 Healthy food is another interesting area that I am inter-
ested to explore further. So is the issue with time; can you give the 

cooking process time without feeling that you spend to long time?

1.4 I read an article about an artist; Marije Vogelzang from the 
Netherlands (figure 2). She seems to be an interesting artist and 
she is also an product designer, who use food as sculpting mate-
rial and she do art exhibitions about food by experimenting with 
different ingredients. Marije believes that food tell stories. That 
made me think about my domestic science that I had in school.
Because I am allergic to milk, I had to use special ingredients 
and my classmates who didn’t had any food allergies, teamed up in 
groups of two during the lectures. To cook food for one self doesn’t 
use to be as pleasurable as if you are working in group. Even though 
we had the meals together in the end, I didn’t enjoyed the process as 
much as if I had a team mate. 

Figure1. An article (from www.wgsn.com) about consumer attitudes and new tech-
nologies in the home and an article (from www.lowtechmagazine.com) about “con-
tainer gardening” at home.
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Luckily, I didn’t have the same problem at home; 
I enjoyed helping my parents in the kitchen. 
This story lead to my starting point in this project is to try to en-
gage young kids who doesn’t like or for some reason haven’t the 
conditions to participate in the daily cooking processes at home.  
By open children’s eyes for cooking, I hope they can broad-
ening the horizons in the world of cooking and  for instance
learn where the food comes from.

2.0 Design methods

The methods that I am going to use in this project are de-
pending on how I approach the topic. Since the pro-
ject has quite free frames, I can try out different methods. 

2.1 By intervjuing people who are teaching children domes-
tic science, I plan to get useful information about how the les-
sions are held today. I may also intervju some parents who 
has experience cooking food or baking with their child(/ren).

2.2 I am going to do an analysis about how the food industry will 
look like in the future. How will we grow our food and how will we 
raising animals for food production with a increased population  
and how will it affect us?

2.3 I am going to do idea generations of how children can be more 
creative/ engaged in the kitchen in order to learn more cooking.

2.4 By sketching either in hardware (creating Arduino proto-
types with sensors and/or low- tech prototypes) or making sto-
ryboards, I can explore and compare different ways of describ-
ing and conveying my concepts to others such as the target group.

Figure2. Pictures from the artist and designer Mari-
je Vogelzang’s website. A sugar revolver, a workshop with chil-
dren using vegetables and an exhibition with big sausages.
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3.0 Expected deliverables

It is hard to define how the end result of this project may turn out to be 
at this point. My guidelines that I am aiming towards at this point are :

3.1 The process with my research, intervjues, analy-
sis, sketches and tests. Maybe just at the mid presentation. 

3.2 An animation of some kind that describes how you interact 
with the final concept.

3.3 If necessary, an physical prototype/ mock up (working or with 
support by an animation) to visualize the size and interaction.

4.0 Contact information

Erik Rydell
e-mail: rydell.erik@gmail.com
Mobile phone: 070 - 300 71 23
Blog address: http://rydellerik.wordpress.com/
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